
Clayton Ugilvie 
355 Vinth St., 
Idaho Yella, ID 515.4u4 

Dear -CleY, 

12/6/97 

I appreciate the time you took for your 11/29 and i do not question the i   

effectiveneen of Internet for eest sub pte but for mo,''es I'll explain, it is 

not no.Thore have Seen soue mention and nothing has coos of them. I think I 

got one letter, but that ieeptf the main reason. 

-Dy now you should have gotten the me. and the explanation for the delay. 

The actuality Bf my situation is that I can't keep track of the manuscripts 
1644eY1 

QS anyone orAnarily would. That one should time up but it hasn't. 

It is unsafe for me to use most stairs and I  do not. I've not been in 
h e.' 

our basement, were f have a little file space remaining, for at least three 
A 

years. All the file dr!ers of all the cabinets in my office are filled and 

I'm using boxes and shelf space for filing! Most of the shelf space not in 

my office.  
I am much more feeble that ray vAce indicates or you were able to per- 

VVIiiih 
ceive when I spoke at ,:fi)ed. .10.4ethe local hoopital rushedle to johns liekine 

/ 
in Baltimore a year and a half ago the ductor did riot expect me to survive. 

That wan the third. time for that expectation. aopkins treated me for nine 

ailments, according to the report tA0the local critical care expert who sent 

are there, several usually fatal. That was the second local hospitalization for 

congeotive he rt failure and too MUCill with it to go'into. But I'm.purvIving 

and I want. to avoid what can interfere with that. One thing wou'ei be needless 

criticism from the assassination nuts who live with inpossible theories and regard 

all who do not ai ra? with them as government agents. . do not want any more of 

that and now, with high blood. pressure for the first time in . a long life, I 

want particularly to avoid what can send that up. 

While I am not happy with the realities I've acceped them and get along 

with them. T11; llonr: ago forgot about editing the manuscripts. 1 have to firgic 

first get or/paper whr4 I can and then be as certain of its accuracy as I can be. 

I've had to accept the fact that what manuscript Linea there can be will be by 

scholars in the future end for that the editing and polishing is not nearly as 

wurtbwhile as getting more on paper for them, for the future, for history. So 

Ny first priority is getting it on per and the second is hay' confidence in 

the factual accuracy. And it isbecause the material i 
ir 
so Bempli 	that I've 

1 	 aw Mail 
asked those who have done the retring not to male 	 u o use a 

highlighter on iALo rough draft, with or without notes dded, to call to may 

atc.ention what they have questions about. nostly when that has ben done it 
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over comprehensibility or what 	a real problom for me, confabulation. I can 

loot: at a page and see what is in my mind rather than what is on the paper! 

From what I've sewn of what has boon un the Internet it is not really 

information about t1i assassination. I have no doubt that for most of what is 
s  

there„intentions were good,bet good intentions does not make truth or fact. 

The imdemtation 	fivo space roferred to -Le left margin only. Five for 

the beginning of what is ty&I, five more for the first line of the paragraph. 

'ouble tpacing only above and below what is quoted that way. 
on the existing mmwduripts, some of those to whom-I've given disks will, 

sure, lend them. 
I've just finished the rough draft of ankterword ibr  Waketh he  

Yak:Amain, about 20,W° words, eased on what was not available to me earlier. 

rtiree me a constant problem, what to do when added info, is available. 

noW I'll return t what"; laid aside to do that, 211LUAriltilcilleysh. 
His is a book of the most thorough and deliberate dishonesty.-Ehe controversy, 
which is necessary for history and for understanding now will sell more books 

for him. 

'Lope ypu c, ..n make out UAi in the ms and teat you and your family have as 

good a haidoy aeuson as 1vosoiblo. 

I should have include/above that -6 do not want to waste any time in 

arguing with those of whom I've written critically or their fans. ziome of them 
VOI 

are also dangerous for me whey. p ii can /pave awful consequences.-But most of 

all do not vant to waste any of the tine that romins to ma that way. 

Thanks and/ best, 

I'm 

&mid Weisberg 


